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From modeling of Ca dynamics in skeletal muscle, a significant impact of ATP has been appreciated from its ability to bind Ca and facilitate its diffusion (3) . ATP is thus likely to significantly impact the effect of Ca binding sites on Ca efflux from the dyad cleft. We have therefore developed a kinetic model for Ca efflux from the dyad cleft to the cytosol that incorporates the effect of ATP. Furthermore, we have incorporated fura 2 and have tested the model by comparing predictions of the kinetics of the rising phase of the Ca transient with high-resolution measurements of Ca transients using fura 2, for conditions under which all Ca enters via Ca channels. This has allowed us to constrain the model parameters to values that agree with experiment and to evaluate the impact of dyad cleft Ca binding sites on Ca kinetics. We find that even though ATP would attenuate the effect of the high-affinity binding sites in the cleft, the measured rise of the Ca transient is so fast that the presence of putative high-affinity Ca binding sites at the levels previously envisioned (26) can be excluded. Our data further suggest that the affinity for Ca binding to troponin C (TnC) is lower than that commonly used in modeling (1, 35) and more closely reflects that of isolated TnC. This also has the effect of substantially reducing the intracellular buffering of Ca seen by the rising phase of the Ca transient.
METHODS

Model
The model is based on the pioneering dyad cleft model formulated by Langer and Peskoff (26) , which describes the time and position dependence of [Ca] in the dyad cleft after Ca entry through a Ca channel and SR Ca release, from the equation
where [c] is free [Ca] ; Dc is the diffusion coefficient for Ca; r is the radial distance from the center of the cleft of height h; J SR, Jbnd, Jchnl, and J NCX are the fluxes of Ca per unit area into the cleft from the SR, from fixed sarcolemmal Ca binding sites, from the Ca channel, and from Na/Ca exchange, respectively; and t is time. For the modeling presented here, which focuses on the appearance in the cytosol of Ca that enters the cell via Ca channels, the Ca efflux from the SR and the Ca flux through the Na/Ca exchanger were set to zero. 
where kfϩ is the rate constant for formation of the Ca complex fc from the solute f, kfϪ is its rate of dissociation, and Jcbnd is the flux per unit volume from the cleft Ca binding
where klϩ and klϪ are the forward and reverse rate constants, respectively, for binding of Ca to the fixed cleft Ca binding sites l.
In the calculations of Peskoff et al. (36) and Langer and Peskoff (26) , the Ca bound to these sites in the cleft was assumed to be in instantaneous equilibrium with the local [Ca] , resulting in the flux J bnd (Eq. 1). For all conditions reported here, even with the faster diffusion rates, results calculated with this assumption differ only very slightly from results calculated without this assumption but instead using the explicit binding and dissociation equation (Eq. 3) (data not shown).
To avoid any uncertainty, we used Eq. 3 in the calculations presented here.
There are in addition similar flux equations describing the diffusion of each solute f
We make the approximation that the diffusion coefficients for solutes with Ca bound are the same as for free solute. With this approximation the total solute concentration ([ f ]t) is a constant for all r,t ͓ f͔ t ϭ ͓ f͔ ϩ ͓ fc͔ (5) Any gradient in fc will cause an equal and opposite gradient in free f, which will result in diffusion of free f into any element to replace fc that diffuses out of the element. Thus
Ca reuptake by the SR is not included for our purposes here, because the SR Ca pump is blocked. (7) where r is now the radial distance from the T-tubule and J vbnd is the flux of Ca per unit volume from cytosolic Ca binding sites, similar to Eq. 3. Equations 4-6 for solutes still apply in the cytosol, with r now the radial distance from the T-tubule. To extend the model to the whole cytosol we defined an intermediate zone (zone 2) between the clefts (zone 1) and the cytosol (zone 3) (Fig. 1) . Zone 2 has cylindrical symmetry like zone 3, coaxial with the T-tubule, and extends from one equivalent radius R eq1 up to a second equivalent radius Req2. The equivalent radius Req1 is defined as the radius of the cylinder that has the same surface area as the surface area of dyad cleft edges, per unit length (m) of T-tubule. Hence 2R eq1 ϭ nA (8) where n is the number of clefts per axial micrometer of T-tubule and A is the area of one cleft edge
where Rd is the radius of the dyad cleft. Likewise, the equivalent radius Req2 is defined as the radius of the cylinder with surface area equivalent to that of the t-tubular surface not covered by dyad clefts. This is given by
where Ca is the density of Ca channels (15/m 2 , from Refs. 6, 28) and R t is the radius of the T-tubule. In this way, the interface area out of zone 1 matches that into zone 2 and the interface area out of zone 2 matches that into zone 3. Zone 2 provides a link between the geometry of zone 1 and that of zone 3, while retaining a simple geometry. No Ca binding sites were put into zone 2. Ca binding sites for calmodulin and TnC in zone 3 were initially those used by Balke et al. (1) . The size of zone 3 is defined by
where Lt is the density of T-tubules (0.83 m/m 3 , from Ref. 32 ). To numerically find values for c(r,t) and fc(r,t), an explicit finite difference method was applied as described by Peskoff et al. (36) . With this method, values of c(r,t) and fc(r,t) begin at time zero with resting values from r ϭ 0 out to the edge of the cleft and through [Ca] in the last element of the zone, was allowed to rise as Ca reached it). The effectiveness of this boundary condition was tested by setting J z12 to zero: total Ca did not change after influx through the Ca channel, even as [Ca] at the cleft edge rose, as Ca equilibrated through the cleft. A similar boundary condition was also used for the outer edges of zones 2 and 3 and additionally at their inner edges: [Ca] in the volume element just before the inner edge of zone 2 was set equal to [Ca] in the first element of zone 2 and likewise for zone 3. The same procedure was used for other diffusible Ca-binding species. We used a step size of 2 nm in zone 1, 2 nm in zone 2, and 5 nm in zone 3; fixed time steps ␦t of 2-10 ns were used, depending on how fast the diffusion coefficients of diffusible species were. Calculations were implemented in Microsoft Visual Basic, on a 450-MHz personal computer. The model parameters used are shown in Table 1 .
Experimental
Krebs-Henseleit-HEPES buffer. Krebs-Henseleit (KH)-HEPES medium contained (mM) 118 NaCl, 4.8 KCl, 25 HEPES, 1.2 MgSO 4, 2.0 CaCl2, 11 glucose, 1 probenecid (to inhibit fura 2 efflux from cells; Ref. 13 ), 5 Na pyruvate, and 0.05 diethylenetriaminepentaactic acid (to remove any heavy metals), with 1 M insulin, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH.
Cell isolation, labeling with fura 2, and SR inactivation. Cells were isolated from hearts of female retired breeder rats (19) excised after pentobarbital anesthesia in accordance with institutional guidelines. Cells were loaded with fura 2 by incubation with 2.5 M fura 2-AM for 5 min at 25°C in KH-HEPES medium. Loaded cells were treated with 5 M thapsigargin (TG) and 1 M ryanodine (R) for 5 min at 37°C to inactivate the SR and then kept at 25°C with TG-R until being used. In the chamber, cells were superfused with KH-HEPES medium with or without 20 mM caffeine for 8 s before Ca transients were measured.
Field-stimulated Ca transients in KH-HEPES medium. Ca transients were measured on TG-R-treated cells in KH-HEPES medium at 37°C. Cells on the stage of a Nikon Diaphot microscope with a Nikon CF fluor ϫ40 (oil, NA 1.3) objective were field stimulated with Pt electrodes and illuminated with a Till Photonics Polychrome IV xenon light source. The excitation wavelength was 360 nm, switched to 380 nm just before stimulation. Cell fluorescence was measured with a Till Photonics photodiode and custom LabView software. The Nikon filter cube contained a 400-nm dichroic mirror and a 460-to 625-nm long-pass filter (Omega Optical XF3091).
Simultaneous measurement of Ca transients and Ca currents. Ca currents were measured at 37°C under voltage clamp by using a Dagan 3100 patch-clamp amplifier with a 3911A whole cell expander unit and pCLAMP 6 software, according to the method of Puglisi et al. (38) . Voltage clamp was via amphotericin B perforated patch. In brief, cells were superfused with Na-and K-free buffer containing (mM) 118 tetraethylammonium Cl, 4.7 CsCl, 25 HEPES, 1.2 MgSO 4, 11 glucose, and 0.05 diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid, with 1 M insulin, adjusted to pH 7.4 with tetraethylammonium OH. After 10 min, perfusion was switched to the same buffer containing 2 mM CaCl 2 and also 0.2 mM 4,4Ј-diisothiocyanostilbene-2,2Ј-disulfonic acid (DIDS) where indicated. Cells were patched with 2-M⍀ electrodes with a pipette solution containing (mM) 80 Cs glutamate, 55 CsCl, 10 MgCl 2, 10 HEPES, 0.1 EGTA, and 0.26 amphotericin B, pH adjusted to 7.4 with CsOH. Access resistance was 12.95 Ϯ 4.4 M⍀. Capacitance and series resistance were compensated, and Ca currents were recorded with 20-ms voltage clamp steps to Ϫ13 mV (see RESULTS) . Integrated Ca currents were calculated after subtraction of the mean current measured between 50-60 ms, where the current had become time invariant. Cell fluorescence was measured simultaneously with Ca current, as described above.
Fura 2 calibration. We previously (20) Because there was no Na in this medium, mitochondrial Ca was expected to be relatively stable during release of cytosolic dye under these conditions, and this was confirmed by the stability of the fluorescence ratio after dye release (Fig. 2) . Cytosolic [Ca] in cells at rest ([c d] in Eq. 13) was then calculated after subtraction of the noncytosolic dye signal at each wavelength, as previously described (20) . The fraction of cytosolic fura 2 with Ca bound in cells at rest is then given by the equilibrium relationship
where Kd is the dissociation constant of fura 2 (f in Eq. 13) for Ca (0.371 M here, from Ref. 20) and [ft] is the total concentration of fura 2 in the cytosol (see below). These values were then used as the starting parameters in the model (Table 1) . Similarly, the fraction of cytosolic fura 2 with Ca bound can be calculated for cells during the Ca transient from the relationship
Note that this equation is valid even for situations in which dye and Ca ([c]) are not in equilibrium.
Estimation of magnitude of total Ca entry. The magnitude of total Ca entry is given by
where ICa is the unitary Ca current, ⌬t is the time the channel is open, N is Avogadro's number (6.023 ϫ 10 23 /mol), Z is the valence of Ca (2), e is the electronic charge (1.602 ϫ 10 Ϫ19 coulomb), and nt is the number of Ca channels per unit length of T-tubule, given by n t ϭ 2R t Ca (16) Estimation of cellular fura 2 concentration. Cellular [fura 2] was estimated by comparison of the cell fluorescence per unit area at 360-nm excitation wavelength with the fluorescence per unit area of slides of fura 2 salt of known [fura 2] and known fura 2 film thickness. Such slides were made from known volumes of fura 2 salt solution in a KH-3-(N-morpholino)propanesulfonic acid (MOPS) medium (in mM: 100 KCl, 10 MOPS, pH brought to 7.2 with KOH) and sealed with Permount (Fisher Scientific); film thickness was calculated from (fura 2 volume)/(coverslip area). Fluorescence per unit area of fura 2 film was measured with a Till Photonics Imago cooled charge-coupled device camera from (mean pixel value)/(milliseconds of exposure) measured on different areas of the slide after subtraction of values from a slide without fura 2. To make these data independent of illumination intensity and hence usable over time, we normalized this mean pixel value/millisecond by comparison with the mean pixel value/millisecond from a fluorescent plastic slide, which we measured after the fura 2 salt measurements and also after every experiment with cells. We found that this normalized mean pixel value measured on fura 2 was proportional to [fura 2] at any film thickness and also to film thickness up to 20 m at any [fura] . We therefore combined these data into a single linear relationship, with slope Slope fura, shown in Fig. 3 . In an experiment with cells loaded with fura 2 (see above), the mean pixel value/millisecond was measured on a chosen area within a cell and the value from an adjacent equal area outside the cell was subtracted. This value was similarly normalized, to give the normalized mean pixel value NMPV cell. The cell thickness dcell in the area chosen was then measured by observing under bright-field illumination the focus change when the objective lens was z-axis translated, using a PI piezo objective driver. The cellular [fura 2] ([fura 2] cell) was then estimated from
Statistics
The relationship between the normalized mean integrated Ca current and the normalized mean fluorescence change was determined as follows.
Let C(t) be the integrated Ca current as a function of time. Let F(t) be the mean fluorescence as a function of time. We fit the model F(t i) ϭ C(ti Ϫ ) ϩ ⑀i, where ti is the time of the ith data point, is a time-delay parameter, and ⑀i is random noise and measurement error. The least squares estimate of is the value that minimizes the sum of [
2 across all data points i ϭ 1, . . ., N, a problem in nonlinear least squares. Note that because is a realvalued parameter, C(ti Ϫ ) will not generally correspond to an observed value. However, this is easily handled by first finding an approximating function to describe C(t). It was discovered that by carefully positioning three internal knots, a quadratic polynomial spline (also known as a grafted polynomial) resulted in an excellent approximation over the time period 0-30 ms (adjusted R 2 Ն 0.9999). Calibration of fura 2 signal from fura 2-AM-loaded cell. Superfusion medium was the Na-free voltage clamp medium containing 2 mM Ca (see METHODS) , which was switched to the same medium without Ca but containing 1 mM EGTA (pause ϪCa ϩEGTA) and then to the same medium ϩ 25 g/ml digitonin (pause ϩ digitonin) to release cytosolic dye.
[Ca], Ca concentration. (Because the plateau region had little influence in determining the delay parameter, time was truncated at 30 ms.) This allowed C(t) to be expressed as the linear equation
where B k(t) is a truncated quadratic power basis function and ␣k is a coefficient obtained from a linear regression least squares fit. An estimate of (*) was then obtained by using nonlinear least squares to obtain the best fit to the model F(t i) ϭ C(ti Ϫ ) ϩ⑀i, representing C(u) with the previously estimated quadratic spline. An initial estimate of was first obtained without restricting the data. This estimate was then used to truncate the data so that t Ͻ would not occur, i.e., to avoid extrapolating the spline back before the Ca current was observed. After restriction, the model was then refitted. The change from the initial to the restricted estimate was small. SAS statistical software (PROC NLIN, SAS Institute, Cary, NC) was used for all calculations. To check these results, we found the value of the integer k that minimized the sum of [
where C* is the calcium current actually observed at time t i Ϫ k. We observed that there was always very close agreement between t i Ϫ ti Ϫ k and . The primary advantage of the nonlinear least squares approach is that standard asymptotic theory can be applied to obtain standard errors for the estimates.
RESULTS
Experimental
Cells loaded with fura 2 by the AM ester method contained 9.25 Ϯ 2.90 M fura 2 (mean Ϯ SD, n ϭ 14 preparations; see METHODS). Using these cells, we sought to measure fura 2 fluorescence changes and Ca current simultaneously, under conditions in which Ca influx was only via Ca current, the measured current was only Ca current, and that Ca current was the only source of the Ca transient.
To create a condition where Ca current is the only source of the Ca transient, cells were pretreated with thapsigargin and ryanodine, to inactivate the SR. We first determined how complete the elimination of SR Ca stores was. This was especially important because superfusion of cells in the bath in the absence of inhibitors could potentially reverse inhibition. To do this we measured the magnitude of Ca transients induced by field stimulation before and during (8 s after rapid switching) exposure of cells to KH-HEPES medium containing 20 mM caffeine. After a brief delay the Ca transient rose quickly to a plateau, as measured by the decrease in fura 2 fluorescence excited at 380 nm (supplemental Fig. S1A ).
1 These Ca transients appear to result almost entirely from Ca influx via L-type Ca channels, because inclusion of 5 M KB-R7943 along with the caffeine did not affect the time course or magnitude of the Ca transient (data not shown). This level of KB-R7943 is reported to block reverse-mode Na/Ca exchange in rat heart cells (41) , which would be the other possible Ca influx pathway under these conditions because rat heart cells contain no T-type Ca channels (9) . Caffeine did however, decrease the magnitude of the Ca transients, from 11.8 Ϯ 0.3% of total fluorescence down to 7.1 Ϯ 1.6% of total fluorescence, a decrease to 60.7% of the transient magnitude without caffeine (n ϭ 3 cells). To see whether this reduction was caused by release of residual SR Ca or by a direct effect of caffeine on the Ca current, the effect of a similar level of caffeine was measured on the Ca current measured under voltage-clamp conditions (see METHODS). A caffeine-induced decrease in the magnitude of the integrated Ca current to 61.6% of its original level was observed (supplemental Fig. S1B ). We therefore conclude that most to all of the caffeine-induced decrease in Ca transient is the result of a direct inhibition of the Ca current and that the thapsigargin-ryanodine treatment alone is adequate to eliminate any significant contribution of SR Ca to the Ca transient measured under these conditions. This conclusion was further reinforced by the observation that inclusion of thapsigargin and ryanodine (up to 10 M) in the superfusate had no further effect than the pretreatment on the Ca transients of thapsigargin-and ryanodine-pretreated cells (data not shown). Consequently, we did not routinely include these inhibitors in the superfusate. We also conclude that it is not necessary to perform the simultaneous measurement of Ca current and fluorescence after a rapid exposure to caffeine to ensure depletion of SR Ca. This is advantageous because the simultaneous measurement is itself technically challenging, and needing to incorporate a brief caffeine exposure would have made the measurement even more difficult.
To measure the Ca current we used the perforated patch method of Puglisi et al. (38) , in which Na currents are eliminated by using a Na-free medium. This also ensures that there is no Ca entry by reverse-mode Na/Ca exchange, so that Ca current is the only route for Ca entry. To ensure that the measured current is only Ca current, it is important to eliminate Cl currents. One difficulty is that DIDS, which is used in the superfusate to block Cl currents under the conditions of Ca channel measurement (38) , interfered with the fura 2 fluorescence measurement. To overcome this we used a voltageclamp step to Ϫ13 mV, the calculated reversal potential of Cl based on the Cl concentrations in the bath and pipette, as a strategy that would allow us to omit DIDS from the bath. With this clamp step, the measured current was only slightly affected by the presence of DIDS (supplemental Fig. S2A ). Figure 4 shows the raw Ca transients and the simultaneously measured raw Ca currents from a train of five stimulii (Fig. 4A ) measured on a fura 2-loaded cell under the Ca current measuring condition (see METHODS) without DIDS. We next removed the stimulus transient from the current trace by substituting a linear interpolation for the first 2 ms and last 2 ms of the voltage step (not shown). Integration of the Ca current after this adjustment gave a smooth curve; the mean normalized integrated Ca current from all five beats is shown in Fig. 4B along with the mean normalized fluorescence change. The change in the Ca transient lagged behind the integrated Ca current (Fig. 4B) . The solid curve superimposed on the fluorescence data (Fig. 4B , the "good model") is the curve predicted from the model using Table 1 parameters, which is the end result of our modeling (see below).
Similar measurements were made on five other cells. To obtain the best estimate of the delay between the measured integrated Ca current and the measured Ca transient rise, we emulated the integrated Ca current by using a quadratic polynomial spline and used nonlinear least squares analysis to find the best fit of the time delay parameter (see METHODS). This gave a very accurate measure of the delay for each cell ( Table  2 ). The standard deviation of the best fit values between cells suggests that there was some cell-to-cell variability. However, the delay was still very short for any cell (1.358 Ϯ 0.43 ms, mean Ϯ SD).
Because the difference in kinetics of the integrated Ca current and the Ca transient was so small, we examined some sources of error that may contribute to that difference. First, we investigated the impact of the simple linear adjustment to the Ca current data on the time course of the integrated Ca current trace. This was evaluated by comparison with a more complex adjustment, in which the measured Ca current trace between 1 and 20 ms was fit to a later-rising multiexponential function. This function caused a slight early delay in the rise of the integrated Ca current (supplemental Fig. S3 ), and the time to 50% rise of the integrated Ca current increased from 8.875 to 9.037 ms, an increase of 0.162 ms. Next, we investigated the contribution of residual Cl current to the time course of the integrated Ca current. The effect of the Cl current inhibitor DIDS (0.2 mM) on the integrated normalized current was to speed up the later part of the rise by ϳ0.3 ms (supplemental Fig. S2B ). We also measured the response time of the measuring photodiode to light emitted from a light-emitting diode. This had a time to 50% rise of 0.28 ms (supplemental Fig. S3 ).
Any realistic model of Ca and fura 2 diffusion, including the dyad clefts, must account for the shortness of the measured delay (Table 2) .
Modeling
Comparison of the measured data with the predictions of our model at first appears complex. The Ca current measured at a particular time reflects not only the number of channels open but also the unitary current defined by the voltage of the clamp potential at that time. The Ca transient is thus impacted not only by the delay introduced by the efflux of Ca from the cleft but also by the different times of Ca channel opening and by two different unitary Ca currents, corresponding to that at Ϫ13 mV and that on repolarization to Ϫ70 mV. The unitary currents for these voltages with 2 mM extracellular Ca are calculated to be 0.152 and 0.315 pA, respectively, based on a reversal potential of 40 mV, a maximum conductance of 5.3 pS, and a K d of 1.7 mM (18). The complexity introduced by multiple unitary currents can be simplified, because the predicted rise in concentration of fura 2 with Ca bound [Ca-fura 2] resulting from time zero opening of Ca channels is almost exactly proportional to the unitary current over its entire time course (supplemental Fig. S4 ). This implies that the rise in [Ca-fura 2] can be defined per unit of total current, regardless of the unitary current: the total current at any time, rather than the unitary current, is the key quantity in defining the subsequent rise in Table 1 values. The large standard deviation relative to the standard errors of the estimates suggests that there is some cell-to-cell heterogeneity in the delay parameter.
by the predicted whole cell [Ca-fura 2] profile for time zero Ca channel opening convoluted with the normalized Ca current, after adjusting current magnitude to ensure that the total Ca entry in the model is the same as the total Ca entry measured. This is described in detail below.
To get the [Ca-fura 2] profile for time zero Ca channel opening we first calculate the spatiotemporal distribution of all Ca-containing species for a current of 0. Table 1 are shown in Fig. 5, A-C Fig. 4 (see  METHODS) . We adjusted the other parameters in Table 1 to fit the model to the data. As described below, this mainly required the use of low-affinity Ca binding parameters for TnC, like those measured for soluble TnC (14) rather than the value commonly used for myofibrillar TnC (39) . The affinity of calmodulin for Ca was reduced to values that are more like those of unbound calmodulin (29) ; for simplicity, they were set the same as those chosen for TnC (see below and DISCUSSION for justification). Also, SR Ca pump binding of Ca was not included, because in cells treated with thapsigargin not only is the Ca pump inhibited but also Ca binding to the pump is inhibited (40) . The predicted whole cell [Ca-fura 2] profile was then given by the integration over space of the [Ca-fura 2] at each time.
Next, we adjusted the total Ca entry in the model to be equal to the measured Ca entry. To do this, we expressed the modeled Ca entry in picocoulombs per picofarad Table 1 except that Ca binding parameters were varied for each curve as shown.
Actual predicted whole cell signals W(t) were then calculated by convolution (*) of U(t) with the probability function Pr(t) (the inverse of the normalized mean Ca current; Fig. 6B ), which describes the fraction of Ca entering at any time This predicted profile for one of the beats in Fig. 4 , along with the measured [Ca-fura 2] profile expressed as the fraction of cytosolic [Ca-fura 2] (from Eq. 14), is shown in Fig. 6C . These simulations are quite informative, as described below. First, the presence of both low-and high-affinity Ca binding sites within the dyad cleft as envisioned by Langer and Peskoff (26) strongly delayed the 50% rise time of U(t), up to 4.2 ms, and also had some impact on the cell buffering capacity (Fig.  6A) . This delay translated into a predicted delay in the rise of W(t) that was not observed in the experimental data (Fig. 6C) . This was the case whether TnC had low affinity ("low-aff TnC low-and high-aff cleft sites") or high affinity ("high-aff TnC low-and high-aff cleft sites"). Without cleft Ca binding sites, a fast, early rise in U(t) was seen (0.7 ms was needed for 50% rise), followed by a slower rise to the plateau value ("low-aff TnC no-cleft sites," Fig. 6A) .
Second, and perhaps the most striking finding, was the impact of TnC Ca binding parameters on U(t). Although removal of both low-and high-affinity cleft sites speeded up the rise time of U(t) and W(t), only the low-affinity TnC (low-aff TnC no-cleft sites) reached a steady plateau like the experimental data. If TnC Ca binding was high affinity ("highaff TnC no-cleft sites"), and even if there were also low-and high-affinity cleft sites (high-aff TnC low-and high-aff cleft sites), a rapid transient peak was predicted in W(t) that was not observed experimentally (Fig. 6C) . The parameters used here for low-affinity Ca binding by TnC were those measured on soluble TnC (14) , whereas those used for high-affinity Ca binding were those measured on myofilaments (39) . The latter values, or similar, are commonly used in modeling (1, 7, 35, 45, 49) .
Third, adding back the low-affinity Ca binding sites in the cleft made the early rise slightly slower, requiring 1.3 ms for 50% rise in U(t) ("low-aff TnC low-aff cleft sites," Fig. 6A ). This suggests that most of the delay seen when both sites were present was the result of the high-affinity sites. The later, slower rise was less affected by adding back the low-affinity Ca binding sites (Fig. 6A) .
In the absence of ATP the rise times for U(t) were changed to 0.3, 1.6, and 6.5 ms for no-, low-, and low-plus high-affinity binding sites, respectively (not shown). Thus, in the absence of Ca binding sites, the rise in [Ca-fura 2] was actually slightly retarded by ATP, whereas in the presence of Ca binding sites, and especially high-affinity sites, the rise in [Ca-fura 2] was strongly promoted by ATP.
Inspection of the curves in Fig. 6A shows that although the Ca binding properties of the cleft determined the early part of U(t), the TnC Ca binding parameters determined the later part. Moreover, the low-affinity TnC values actually appeared to slow this later rate of rise of U(t) (compare high-aff TnC no-cleft sites with low-aff TnC no-cleft sites, Fig. 6A) . But was the effect of low-affinity TnC a consequence more of the higher on-rate for Ca than of the low affinity? We tested this by changing both the on-and off-rates for TnC Ca binding by the same factor, so that the equilibrium binding constant kept the same value. This showed that indeed the rate of rise of the later phase of U(t) was accelerated by reducing these rates, until a point where a peak began to emerge (Fig. 7A) . Furthermore, inspection of Fig. 6C shows that the slower rate of rise of the later phase of U(t) had a significant impact even on the early rate of rise of the convolved function W(t): the curve for low-aff TnC no-cleft sites rose much more slowly than the curve for high-aff TnC no-cleft sites (Fig. 6C ), even though both had the same very fast early rise in U(t) resulting from little delay in the cleft (Fig. 6A) . In fact, this delay in W(t) caused by low-affinity TnC was considerably greater than the delay caused by low-affinity, but not high-affinity, sites in the cleft (Fig. 6C ). This was confirmed by using the U(t) functions in Fig. 7A for convolution. Soluble TnC Ca binding and dissociation rates (Fig. 6 ) gave a U(t) that resulted in a delay of 1.7 ms in W(t) (Fig. 7B) , much greater than was observed experimentally (Fig. 4B) , whereas using TnC rates that were a factor of 0.375 of these values [which gave the fastest U(t) without emergence of a peak (Fig. 7A) ] resulted in a delay of only 0.65 ms in W(t), in the absence of dyad cleft Ca binding sites (Fig. 7B) . Adding the low-affinity binding sites to the cleft simply added a constant amount to the delay in W(t) (Fig. 7B) , an amount similar to the time to half-rise of U(t). This shows that TnC Ca binding kinetics (Fig. 7B) as well as dyad cleft Ca binding properties (Fig. 6C) both strongly influence the measured delay between integrated Ca current and the Ca transient. Moreover, TnC Ca binding kinetics had almost no impact on Ca efflux from the cleft: time to half-efflux from the cleft was only 0.3% faster with 2ϫ TnC rates than with 0.375ϫ TnC rates. A model based on these lower (0.375ϫ) TnC rates, plus low-affinity Ca binding sites within the dyad cleft (parameters in Table 1 ), can thus nicely account for the delay observed between the integrated Ca current and the Ca transient (Figs.  4C and 7B, good model) .
Because the experimental data caused us to favor the faster U(t) functions, we became concerned that the spatial approximations made by the model could have a significant impact on these functions. We tested this by altering the model in two ways. First, decreasing the radius of the dyad cleft to 40 nm speeded up U(t), as expected, and increasing it to 120 nm slowed it down (Fig. 8A, Table 3 ). However, the average of U(t) for 40-and 120-nm clefts was similar to U(t) for 80-nm clefts (Fig. 8A) . In reality, there will be a distribution of cleft radii with some mean. Running a convolution in which onethird of the clefts had each (40, 80, and 120 nm) radius gave a function W(t) that closely overlaid W(t) for all clefts with 80-nm radius (not shown). Second, we removed zone 2 so that Table 1 , except that no Ca binding sites were in the dyad cleft, unless indicated. Both on-rates and off-rates were multiplied by the factors shown, keeping the affinity constant. A: effect of TnC Ca binding rates on the delay in the U(t). B: effect of TnC Ca binding rates on the delay in the W(t). The delay is the time for half-rise of W(t) minus the time for half-rise of the no-delay curve in Fig. 6C . F, No-cleft binding sites; OE, with low-affinity cleft binding sites as in Table 1 ; dashed line, the delay observed for cell 1 in Fig. 4B . Ca leaving the dyad cleft went directly into zone 3, the cytosol, which was also altered to begin (more realistically) at the T-tubule surface. This change had no effect on the time course of U(t) (Fig. 8B) . This alteration did, however, increase the inaccuracy of the calculation: total Ca was 5.4% in error, compared with 2.1% using all three zones, under the conditions of Fig. 8B .
Fig. 8. Effect of model geometry on U(t). Parameters used were as in
A notable difference between the U(t) curves based on the TnC Ca binding parameters in Fig. 6 is that the extent of cytosolic Ca buffering is much greater for the high-affinity TnC than for the low-affinity TnC (supplemental Fig. S5 ). The high-affinity parameters predict buffering that is similar to or greater than that calculated in previous studies in ferret heart cells, where Ca efflux after caffeine was measured by Na/Ca exchange current and Ca transients were measured with fluo 3 (50) . On the other hand, the low-affinity parameters (which fit our data) predict cytosolic Ca buffering closer to or less than that measured in rat heart cells, where Ca transients measured with indo 1 were compared with Ca entry measured from a Ca current (5). This curve ("modified Berlin et al.," supplemental Fig. S5 ) has been modified to account for a too-low K d value used for intracellular indo 1 in Ref. 5 , as found subsequently (2). Even though the measured level of total fura 2 in the cell is low, it still has a significant impact on the cytosolic buffering, because the buffering is so low (supplemental Fig. S5 ). Removing the fura 2 from the model shows, however, that this low level of fura 2 does not much impact the dyad cleft Ca kinetics or the cytosolic [Ca] transient (data not shown).
Finally, the other major determinants of Ca kinetics in the dyad cleft are the diffusion coefficient chosen for Ca and the unitary current. Peak [Ca] increased linearly with unitary Ca current, as was found by others (46) , but was affected little by diffusible carriers (supplemental Fig. S6 ). Peak [Ca] increased markedly as the diffusion coefficient was reduced. The cytosolic Ca diffusion coefficient had little impact on peak [Ca] in the cleft when the cleft Ca diffusion coefficient was held constant. Thus the use of the Peskoff and Langer (26) diffusion coefficient for cleft Ca (1 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 cm 2 /s) had a strong impact, increasing peak [Ca] to 430 M for 0.3-pA unitary current. Removing ATP had little impact on this, increasing peak [Ca] to 432 M for 0.3-pA unitary current. The cleft Ca diffusion coefficient also had a significant impact on times to half-efflux of Ca from the cleft (supplemental Fig. S6 ; Table 3 ). In summary, peak [Ca] is strongly influenced by the choice of diffusion coefficient for cleft Ca and by unitary Ca current but not by diffusible carriers, even though the latter may strongly influence Ca efflux from the cleft.
DISCUSSION
Effect of Cleft Ca Binding Sites
Previous dyad cleft modeling showed that cleft Ca binding sites, if present, could strongly retard radial diffusion of Ca (26, 46) , and our modeling also supports that conclusion (Table  3) . A significant finding of our study, however, is that the existence of putative high-affinity dyad cleft Ca binding sites as envisioned in previous work (26) is unlikely, because of the brevity of the delay observed between the integrated Ca current and the Ca transient (Fig. 4B) . If high-affinity sites were present to that extent, we would expect a delay about threefold greater than that seen (Table 3 ). In the modeling of Langer and Peskoff (26) , both low-and high-affinity Ca binding sites were presumed to be present in the dyad cleft on the basis of analysis of Ca binding to isolated sarcolemmal preparations by Post and Langer (37) . The low-affinity sites appeared to be phospholipids, whereas the high-affinity sites were thought to be proteins (37) . Although these binding sites were measured on gasdissected membranes, their presence within dyad clefts was never specifically demonstrated.
The above conclusion does not mean that no high-affinity Ca binding sites at all are present in the clefts. Specifically, Ca binding sites on the RyR will be present. The density of high-affinity sites (0.016 nmol/cm 2 ) from the Post and Langer (37) measurements translates to 1,938 sites for an 80-nmradius cleft. A tetrameric RyR is ϳ30 nm square (49) , so that even when closely packed only ϳ16 could completely fit into an 80-nm cleft. If each monomer binds 1 Ca at the activator site and 1 on each calmodulin, this would correspond to 128 Ca binding sites, Ͻ7% of the high-affinity sites measured by Post and Langer. The effect of this low level of high-affinity sites would not be resolvable from our measurements.
Effect of ATP
ATP has been found to have a small but significant impact on rates of Ca diffusion in models of skeletal muscle (3, 21) . The magnitude of its effect was considerable in our model when Ca binding sites were included in the cleft (Table 3 ). The geometry of the cardiac dyad cleft, in combination with the Ca binding sites, could retard Ca like an ion exchange column. (26) . For ϩATP, a diffusion coefficient for cytosolic ATP of 0.844 ϫ 10 Ϫ6 cm 2 /s was used and one-third this value for cleft ATP. These values were the diffusion coefficients for Ca adjusted for the molecular mass of ATP (X[MWCa/MWATP] 1/2 ); these are lower than the value used for A-F (Table 1) . t1/2 efflux of Ca, time taken for half of the Ca entering in 0.1 ms to leave the dyad cleft. U(t), [Ca-fura2] profile. *"Good model" shown in Fig. 4B ; †by the time the channel closes at 0.1 ms, only a fraction 0.07 of the entering Ca remains in the cleft.
ATP will compete with these sites for Ca binding and will carry Ca out of the cleft by diffusion. This could account for the size of the ATP effect, and it underscores the importance of including ATP in cardiac modeling. Previous dyad cleft modeling did not include ATP (26, 46) .
Effect of Ca Diffusion Coefficients
From our measurements, the Ca diffusion coefficient within the dyad cleft cannot be as low as that used by Langer and Peskoff (26) , unless there are no Ca binding sites in the cleft at all, which is unlikely. Low D Ca values have been used extensively (26, 46) because of obstruction of Ca by dyad cleft "feet" that restrict radial diffusion. Our results suggest that radial diffusion may not be very restricted.
Effect of TnC
The data presented provide strong evidence that TnC Ca binding affinity is low at the onset of the Ca transient: first, from the absence of a peak in the transient (Fig. 6C) and second, from the change in plateau [Ca] resulting from the measured amount of Ca entry (Fig. 6C) . The latter depends on the validity of the calibration (see below), but the former does not. The predicted peak in the transient does, however, result from the presumed much greater on-rate of fura 2 for Ca than of TnC for Ca. Because the off-rate we used (Table 1) was measured with fura 2 in protein-free solution, rather than with intracellular fura 2, the predicted peak height could be too high, if the intracellular on-and off-rates of fura 2 for Ca are a lot lower than their values in protein-free solution. Indeed, there is evidence that at 16°C the Ca-fura 2 off-rate in skeletal muscle fibers is a factor of 4 slower than its value in free solution (4). We therefore investigated the impact of reducing the fura 2 on-rate and off-rate for Ca by a factor of 4. We kept the same K d (Table 1) , because this is an intracellular value (20) . Reducing these rates did decrease the peak in U(t) (supplemental Fig. S7A ). However, a peak was still evident, and after convolution it is clear that the predicted W(t) for this condition still has a large predicted decline after the peak (supplemental Fig. S7B ), which is not observed experimentally. Moreover, when the low-affinity TnC Ca binding parameters are used (Table 1) , U(t) is slowed dramatically and so is W(t) (supplement Fig. S7 ). This clearly also could not fit the observed data. Thus our data are consistent only with low-affinity TnC and fast fura 2 Ca binding.
There is some uncertainty about the level of calmodulin in the heart, depending on which assay is used to measure it (12, 24) . Because of this, the value we used (Table 1) , which is based on phosphodiesterase activity (15, 24) could be an underestimate rather than an overestimate (12) . Such an error would result in a too-high value being used for the Ca binding affinity in Table 1 , rather than a too-low value. Reducing the content of TnC and/or calmodulin in the model reduces Ca buffering and hence raises the plateau [Ca-fura 2] in the same way as lowering the affinity. It does not, however, affect the shape of the Ca transient in the same way as lowering the affinity. This was tested by reducing the TnC content twofold. This change increased the plateau, but the peak height above the plateau was retained undiminished, resulting in a predicted W(t) with a large peak, which was not seen experimentally (supplemental Fig. S8) . Errors in the values used for the content of these Ca binding proteins therefore cannot account for our observations.
Because of the absence of a peak in the measured transient, as well as the change in plateau [Ca] resulting from the measured amount of Ca entry (Fig. 6C) , we are encouraged to believe that the low measured Ca buffering under these conditions is not an artifact of calibration but rather reflects the true affinity of TnC under these conditions. Even though cardiac modeling has extensively used the high-affinity Ca binding parameters of Robertson et al. (39) , evidence has long existed that myofibrillar TnC in the absence of actomyosin interaction binds Ca with low affinity: Ca binds to isolated TnC with low affinity (ϳ10 5 M Ϫ1 ), which increases by a factor of 10 on incorporation into troponin (ϳ10 6 M Ϫ1 ), but then the affinity drops back down again (to ϳ10 5 M
Ϫ1
) when troponin is incorporated into the thin filament (53) .
A further improvement of fit was achieved by reducing the rate constants for TnC Ca binding and release while keeping the affinity low and constant (Fig. 7A ). This actually speeded up the predicted [Ca-fura 2] transient (Fig. 7B ) by decreasing the competition between TnC and fura 2 for Ca. Conversely, the TnC rate constants had essentially no impact on dyad cleft Ca kinetics (Fig. 7B) . Thus, although we conclude that TnC affinity is low like that of soluble TnC, to fit the data while allowing low-affinity cleft sites requires that its Ca exchange rate could well be lower by a factor of ϳ0.375 (Fig. 7B) .
Accounting for Observed Delay: the Good Model
What, then, best accounts for the delay between the integrated Ca current and the Ca-fura 2 transient (Fig. 4B) ? About 0.3 ms of this comes from the response time of the photodiode (supplemental Fig. S3C) ; however, this may be balanced by the effect of residual Cl current, which could have delayed the measured integrated Ca current by ϳ0.3 ms (supplemental Fig.  S2B ). Using the simple linear interpolation to remove the stimulus artifact may have advanced the integrated Ca current by up to ϳ0.16 ms, based on the effect of using alternative interpolation methods (supplemental Fig. S3B ). We think, however, that the linear interpolation probably is the most accurate.
There therefore likely still remains ϳ1-1.2 ms in the delay between the integrated Ca current and the Ca transient to account for. From our calculations, half of this could come from TnC Ca binding with 0.375ϫ the rates of soluble TnC and half could arise from low-affinity sites within the dyad cleft (Table 3) . A curve calculated with these parameters is shown in Fig. 4B , labeled as the good model, and is seen to fit the data quite well. This, of course, is not a unique solution, because the total absence of cleft Ca binding sites combined with rather faster (0.5ϫ) TnC Ca binding rates could easily give a similar delay (Fig. 7B) . It would, however, seem unreasonable not to include low-affinity sites in the clefts, because phospholipids are very likely to be present. If lowaffinity binding sites are present in the cleft, then the effect of all other parameters can only add up to the remaining half of the delay observed. This means that the TnC Ca binding kinetics that give the shortest delay without introducing a peak are to be preferred, hence our choice of rates for soluble TnC, 0.375ϫ (Table 1) . Also, the mean distance from Ca channels to the cleft edge could be closer to 40 nm than to 80 nm, and this would save 0.97 Ϫ 0.72 ϭ 0.25 ms (Table 3) . This falls far short of allowing enough time to accommodate the delay of milliseconds predicted for when high-affinity sites are present. Indeed, the entire observed delay is much shorter than the delay just from high-affinity sites would predict (Table 3) . This does allow us to exclude the presence of high-affinity Ca binding sites, at the level previously envisioned (26) , within the construct of the model.
Ca Buffering
A corollary to the low affinity inferred for TnC is that the extent of cytosolic Ca buffering is low, because TnC makes up the major part of the Ca buffer (supplement Fig. S5 ). Ca buffering measured in our study is similar to that concluded from a previous study with indo 1 (5) after reconsideration of the intracellular K d for indo 1 (2) . That study (5) was also based on changes in [Ca] resulting from Ca entry via Ca channels. Equilibrium Ca binding studies on ventricular homogenates, on the other hand, give rather higher values for Ca buffering (2) . A higher value for cytosolic Ca buffering was also measured for ferret myocytes by using Na/Ca exchange current after caffeine-induced SR Ca release as a measure of total Ca change while measuring the Ca transient with fluo 3 (Ref. 50; supplemental Fig. S5 ). We think that there is no conflict here, but rather the intracellular buffering capacity of the myocyte during a rapid Ca transient is a dynamic rather than a fixed quantity. This was also clearly evident in the study of Berlin et al. (5) . Each buffering measurement accurately reflects Ca buffering under the measurement conditions used.
Methods like the caffeine method (50) that measure total Ca coming down from elevated [Ca] levels could indicate more Ca binding and slower Ca release (higher-affinity Ca binding) than we see in our measurements for two reasons. First, TnC has Ca/Mg binding sites with high affinity for Ca, in addition to the Ca-specific regulatory site (14) . The high-affinity sites exchange slowly on the time scale of our measurements, but they will be significantly more occupied during a caffeine-induced Ca transient of several seconds' duration. Second, Ca binding at the regulatory site of TnC is very state dependent. In the absence of actomyosin interaction, myofibrillar TnC binding of Ca is low affinity (53) . A low-affinity value for TnC Ca binding in cells at rest (Table 1 ) therefore makes physiological sense. Cross-bridge interaction with the thin filament during force development then reversibly increases the affinity of TnC for Ca (17, 31, 51) .
The value we used for soluble TnC off-rate in (Fig. 6 ) is from isolated TnC, adjusted to 37°C with a Q 10 of 1.813 (14) . In that study, a value of 140 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 was reported for the on-rate at 4°C at [Ca] Ͻ1 M. This rate has a low Q 10 (14) , resulting in the value (200 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 ) for 37°C we used in Fig.  6 . The high-affinity value used for cardiac troponin C (Fig. 6 and Ref. 39) has been widely used in modeling studies (1, 7, 35, 49) . In that study (39) , a very slow off-rate from myofilaments was measured experimentally from Ca dissociation from myofilaments in high [Ca] ; the slow on-rate (39 M Ϫ1 s
Ϫ1
) was then inferred from the measured off-rate and the equilibrium binding constant (22) . This on-rate may actually be close to correct: our modeling supports a value of 75 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 (Table  1) . The real variable, controlled by actomyosin interaction, is in the off-rate.
In summary, these considerations imply that the intracellular buffering of Ca is considerably lower when rapid changes in [Ca] from resting levels are measured than in studies where equilibrium or slow Ca binding is measured. This lower Ca buffering, therefore, rather than the higher buffering, is more appropriate for use in modeling conditions during excitation. This phenomenon may well have a physiological benefit: low Ca buffering during excitation will promote even myofilament activation, by allowing Ca to diffuse more extensively before thin filament activation (and affinity increase) occurs.
Sources of Error
Several sources of error could have impacted our measurements. It is possible that a small amount of SR Ca remained after the treatment of cells with thapsigargin and ryanodine because of reversal of pump inhibition during superfusion in the bath. At first, we thought that such reversal was indeed occurring significantly, because the size of Ca transients was reduced when measured during a brief exposure to caffeine (supplemental Fig. S1A, Data) . This level of caffeine did, however, inhibit the integrated Ca current to a similar extent (supplemental Fig. S1B ), suggesting that most if not all of the decrease in the Ca transient resulted from a direct inhibition of the Ca current. Such a direct effect of caffeine on the Ca current has also been observed by others (52) . We therefore consider the contribution of residual SR Ca to the Ca transient to be minimal under the conditions used without caffeine.
The estimate of cellular [fura 2] is only an approximation, because cell autofluorescence is not subtracted from the fluorescence value used in the estimate (see METHODS) , and also it is assumed that the fluorescence of intracellular fura 2 per mole is the same as that of fura 2 salt in KH-MOPS buffer. Cell autofluorescence for cells loaded under these conditions is ϳ25% of the total fluorescence (20) . A significant amount of intracellular fura 2 is bound to protein (8) . This, and high viscosity, could both increase fura 2 fluorescence by as much as 50% (10, 25) . These factors will tend to result in an overestimate of [fura 2]. Also, dye distribution within the cell is not homogeneous. Dye loading by the AM ester method results in dye loading into noncytosolic (probably mitochondrial) compartments (20, 30) . Because the fraction of noncytosolic dye is similar to the fraction of the cell volume that is not cytosolic, we have simply used the estimate of mean cell dye concentration as our estimate of cytosolic dye concentration without attempts at correction.
Inaccuracy in the estimate of [fura 2] is acceptable because the dye concentration (at this level) is not a critical determinant of either the modeled dyad cleft Ca kinetics or the measured [Ca] . It has little impact on the Ca kinetics because there is not enough dye in the dyad cleft to significantly compete with the phospholipids and ATP for binding Ca. It does impact [Ca] by buffering Ca (supplemental Fig. S5 ), but the measurement of [Ca] is otherwise independent of dye concentration because the dye is ratiometric.
There are approximations associated with the calibration of the fura 2 fluorescence signals. First, a potential error comes from the assumption that mitochondrial [Ca] does not change between beats. The first beat should be accurately calibrated, because the calibration was done on cells at rest under identical conditions (Fig. 2) . On the subsequent beats we assumed that the fluorescence change between beats was all associated with cytosolic [Ca] changes, which may not have been the case, because changes in mitochondrial [Ca] could also have occurred. The impact of this assumption was, however, minimal, because the variance of the starting [Ca] calculated with our assumption was only 18 nM (Fig. 4) . Moreover, the difference between starting and plateau [Ca] for each beat was 147 Ϯ 7 nM, an even smaller variance that reflects the fact that both starting and plateau cytosolic [Ca] gradually increased with beat number (Fig. 4) . If this gradual increase actually reflected mitochondrial and not cytosolic [Ca] changes, the difference per beat would be even more constant between beats.
The second type of error, arising from dye compartmentation, is the possibility that a part of the fluorescence change during the rapid phase of the Ca transient could arise from noncytosolic (mitochondrial) dye. Generally, mitochondrial changes are thought to be slower than cytosolic, although some evidence for mitochondrial Ca transients during cytosolic Ca transients has been reported (11). If we suppose, for the sake of argument, that mitochondrial dye was just as responsive to incoming Ca as cytosolic dye, how much difference would it make? We can estimate this by recalculating our calibated [Ca] with the assumption that all of the 360-nm signal and all of the 380-nm signal comes from an equally accessible (cytosolic ϩ mitochondrial) dye pool. Again referring to cell 1, the starting [Ca] would change to 0.224 Ϯ 0.017 M and the plateau [Ca] would be 0.301 Ϯ 0.014 M, for a difference of 0.077 Ϯ 0.003 M. This is a factor of 2 less, suggesting Ca buffering of a factor of 2 greater. We could fit this to our model if we assumed a K d for TnC and calmodulin binding of Ca that was 1.5 M. This is still low affinity. However, it is hard to justify the assumption that mitochondrial Ca uptake occurs within 1 ms of Ca entry at such low levels of cytosolic [Ca] . More important, even if this did occur, we would still conclude that the TnC Ca binding affinity at the rise of the Ca transient was low, a factor of 4.5 lower than the Robertson et al. value (39) . Finally, the inference about low-affinity buffering is supported by the absence of a peak in the Ca transient (Fig. 6C) , an observation that does not depend directly on fura 2 calibration.
In a later development of the model of Peskoff et al. (36) in which the dyad clefts were connected to the cytosolic space, the dyad clefts were modeled as flat disks with a 200-nm radius, such that the Ca efflux from the clefts was already spread out over a large area (35) . A novel feature of our model is the use of radial symmetry around the T-tubule axis to emulate the efflux of Ca from a more realistic compact source on that axis. We used an imaginary expansion zone (zone 2) to connect the dyad cleft with the cytosol. The actual geometry of this connection is likely to be rather irregular and different from one junction to the next. Theoretically, no zone 2 is needed for the modeling. The simulation will work simply by transferring the efflux from zone 1 directly into zone 3. However, we find greater errors in total Ca associated with transfer between zones when we eliminate zone 2. Calculation errors without zone 2 could be larger because the solute gradients at the zone edge are much larger. Zone 2 appears to minimize these errors by creation of a space that by virtue of its geometry allows a natural attenuation of the high Ca levels as the zone is traversed. Using cylindrical geometry coaxial with the Ttubule thus conserves the geometry of the origin of cytosolic Ca, while keeping the modeling geometry simple. The fact that zone 2 is geometrically situated "outside" the cell ("inside" the T-tubule) does not impact the validity of the model: zone 2 is simply a tool to facilitate the connection between the dyad cleft and the cytosol for modeling purposes. Although this approach is not strictly correct geometrically, the impact of zone 2 on the modeling result is in practice found to be negligible (Fig. 8B) . This is because Ca crosses zone 2 extremely quickly, because it contains no Ca binding sites, and the total amount of Ca in this zone at any time is negligible (supplement Fig. S9 ). This result thus establishes the validity of using this construct.
Further approximations are associated with the dyad cleft geometry. We chose a cleft radius of 80 nm rather than the 200-nm radius used in Refs. 26 and 35 because at a Ca channel density of ϳ15/m 2 (6, 28) and one channel per cleft, the cleft area would exceed the membrane area by a factor of 1.885. With an 80-nm cleft, 0.3 of the membrane is covered by clefts, which seems more reasonable. An 80-nm radius also appears to us more compatible with T-tubules of only 57-nm radius (32) and their appearance by electron microscopy. Dyad clefts are not, however, circular: the junctional SR can interface with the T-tubule continuously over micrometer distances along the T-tubule (33) , whereas the lateral distance to the edge of the cleft is closer to or less than the 80 nm distance we used. The shape of the zone of interaction is thus more like a strip with Ca channels scattered along it than a series of circles each with a Ca channel. There will in fact be a distribution of distances from the Ca channel to the dyad cleft edge. Our simulation in Fig. 8A suggests, however, that even though a distribution may exist, a distance parameter specified by a single average value is adequate to emulate this for our purposes here.
Errors in the estimate of T-tubule density will impact the estimate of cytosolic buffering but not the delay predicted between the integrated Ca current and the rise in [Ca-fura 2]. The value used, a length of 0.83 m/m 3 , equivalent to an area of 0.299 m 2 /m 3 (32) , could, however, be the most accurate of the values available in the literature. Earlier studies by Page and Surdyk-Droske (34), using morphometry of electron micrographs of thin sections to measure T-tubules, reported only 0.145 m 2 /m 3 . This measurement is somewhat subjective and open to underestimation because of the T-tubule membrane being obscured by overlying structures. In Ref. 32 , on the other hand, silver-impregnated samples were imaged by high-voltage electron microscopy, which allowed the full extent of T-tubules to be beautifully visualized without interference from cytosolic tissue. An even larger T-tubule area of 0.44 m 2 /m 3 was estimated from light microscopic measurements (47), a value that may be overestimated because of the lower resolution of optical microscopy.
Mg equilibria with ATP were not included in the model as dynamic variables, following the example of Baylor and Hollingworth (3) . The effect of this approximation will be to underestimate the impact of ATP, because MgATP in the cleft will by dissociation serve as a reservoir of free ATP to replenish the free ATP bound by Ca (3). The peak [CaATP] for the model (Table 1) conditions is Ͻ12 M, achieved right over the Ca channel just before it closes. This will cause a peak depletion of [CaATP] of 0.02%, which will cause the rate of CaATP formation to be underestimated at most by a similar factor and, consequently, also the impact of ATP on Ca diffusion.
In our model the concentration of Ca across the h dimension of the dyad cleft was uniform at all times and places. We did not consider surface charge effects, which will in reality result in a steep Ca gradient across the h dimension, near the membrane surface (46) . Including surface charge effects explicitly would have greatly increased computation times and would have complicated boundary conditions between zones. Surface charge tends to buffer changes in cleft [Ca] by sequestering Ca into the diffuse double layer, in addition to binding Ca. Changes in cleft [Ca] away from the membrane are therefore smaller than when surface charge is not considered, for a given amount of Ca entry, an effect equivalent to a "volume expansion" of the cleft (46) . The impact of including surface charge on predicted [Ca] at the cleft edge is complex, resulting in slowing of the initial rate of rise of [Ca] while accelerating the approach to equilibrium at later times (46) . Including surface charge effects has much less impact on the timing of [Ca] changes within the cleft than including the cleft Ca binding sites (46) . Also, surface charge effects are less evident at the cleft edge than they are opposite the Ca channel at the cleft center (46): a current of 0.2 pA for 0.3 ms resulted in a [Ca] of ϳ9 M at 47 nm from the cleft center at 0.3 ms, which decayed to ϳ1 M by 1 ms, whether or not surface charge was considered, although surface charge slowed the early decline and speeded up the later decline (46) . [Ca] changes in the center of the dyad cleft (Fig. 5A) , on the other hand, which can be thought of as an average in the h dimension, are likely to be overestimated in our model because we did not consider surface charge. On the other hand, we did not apply any correction to cleft volume for feet, which would result in an underestimate of [Ca] changes. Either way, because cleft Ca efflux depends on [Ca] at the edge of the cleft, the modeled rate of Ca efflux from the cleft should not be affected much by surface charge, compared with the effect of the other variables that we did consider.
Predictions of the model do not depend strongly on the accuracy of the figure used for Ca channel density. Two channels each passing 0.1 pA simultaneously look very much like one channel passing 0.2 pA, in terms of the total cytosolic [Ca-fura 2] transient (supplemental Fig. S4 ). If there were 30 channels/m 2 instead of 15, the average total open time per channel would be half of the value of 1.07 ms calculated from our measurements using 15 channels/m 2 . Finally, our modeling assumes that all Ca channels are situated in dyad clefts, and this may not be the case. Ca channels and RyR do show a high degree of colocalization (42) , however, and are functionally coupled (43) , suggesting that most are indeed situated in the dyad cleft. Any channels outside of clefts would cause the [Ca-fura 2] rise to be faster than if they were in clefts. However, because U(t) is already fast and strongly influenced by TnC Ca binding rates (Fig. 8A) as well as by dyad cleft properties (Fig. 6A) , the presence of any Ca channels outside of clefts would be difficult to discern from the measured transients.
In conclusion, we have modeled Ca fluxes from the dyad cleft to the cytosol, and we have for the first time tested the model using high-resolution measurements of fura 2 fluorescence. We find that the Ca transient is too fast to allow for high-affinity dyad cleft Ca binding sites, even though ATP would strongly facilitate dyad cleft Ca efflux if such sites were present. Dyad cleft Ca dynamics are much faster than were previously speculated. Additionally, the experimental data can only be fit when Ca binding to TnC is modeled with low affinity, more like isolated TnC than like TnC in activated myofilaments: high-affinity TnC would give a peaked transient, which was not observed. If just low-affinity cleft Ca binding sites are present, TnC Ca binding rates also had to be reduced (by a factor 0.375ϫ of the soluble TnC rates) if the data were to be fit well. Thus the high-resolution fura 2 measurements, combined with modeling, allowed the modeling parameters to be more realistically constrained. This combination of experiment and theory holds promise for the evaluation of dyad cleft Ca kinetics not only in normal cells but also in disease.
A user-friendly version of the model described in this paper, DyToCy.exe, is available for download at http://www.surgery. wisc.edu/transplant/research/DyToCy.shtml.
